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Remarks about the course in general 

No 

Thank you for the lessons 

Perhaps slightly more guidance with regards to the papers and a clearer syllabus.  

Please give more information about the content of the reports. The requirements were very vague. 

I had A great time and I find it a shame that it is over 

Maybe have everything more clear in the syllabus 

I would advise to make the classes shorter. Since we often had a lot of access time which were then 

filled with information which was sometimes a bit unnecessary. If the classes were shorter it would be 

easier to stay focused. 

more guidelines for the reports, it was a big vague 

First of all I should make the syllabus more clear, so you don't have to send an e-mail every time to say 

that something changed. The less changes, the more clear the course will get. The assignments in this 

course were nice, but also a bit unclear. I think if you put in the time to get even more clear which 

specifics the assignments have to meet, this course will get any better than it already is. 

connect the three subjects more - they were taught quite separately & everyone had to make the 

connection themselves at the end. overall a very interesting course though! 

more interactive/ guest lecturers/trips for the philosophy sections towards end.  

More detailed explanation about how the reports should look like. Currently it was a bit confusing.  

Keep on with guest lectures: super interesting! Philosophy lectures could be more interesting 

Either make shorter classes, or make the most out of the time spent in the lectures. Too slow and empty 

some days. Understandable since it’s the first time its imparted, but sometimes felt like a waste of time. 

Overall, thanks to you three and the guest speakers for your time and effort and hopefully EPA will 

improve the coming years. 

Which museums did you visit 

I visited the Amsterdam museum in my own 

I visited the rijksmuseum on my own. I found it very impressive and imposant. The art and history was 

beautiful 

Van Loon  

Van Gogh museum with Julia Schouwenaar 

Van loon. I really liked it and I linked every 



I visited the Amsterdam Museum and I enjoyed it a lot,  I especially liked the fact that we went with 

people from the class to also create better communications within the group 

Amsterdam museum 

amsterdam museum, really interesting and anne sophie could tell allot about the artpieces 

The Amsterdam Museum. I really liked it because of the journey through the whole history of 

Amsterdam. 

FOAM 

foam, however i went by myself not with the group, i really enjoyed it.  

Amsterdam museum 

Amsterdam museum: like! 

Despite  iI couldn't join the class, I have been several times to the three museums and its really hard to 

choose. As an amateur photographer, the FOAM is always inspiring. 


